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TRANSMITTAL LETTER 

April 24, 2019 
  
Dr. Jack Belcher 
Director and CIO, Department of Technology Services   
 
Ms. Maria Meredith 
Director & CFO, Department of Management and Finance 
 
Arlington County, Virginia 
2100 S Washington Blvd 
Arlington, VA 22204 
 
Pursuant to the contract and related statement of work for Arlington County, Virginia (“the County”), we hereby present the internal audit of network server asset 
management for the Department of Technology Services (“DTS”). Our report is organized in the following sections: 
 

Executive Summary 
This section includes a background summary of the function, the objectives and approach and a detailed description of the 
observations noted during this audit. Identified with each observation is the recommended action(s), and management’s corrective 
action plan, including the responsible party and estimated completion date. 

Background 
This section provides an overview of the function within the process and pertinent operational control points and related 
compliance requirements.   

Objectives and Approach 
The internal audit objectives and focus are expanded upon in this section as well as a review of the various phases of our 
approach. 

Process Maps This section illustrates process maps, which depict data flow, key control points and any identified gaps. 

 
As described in our objectives and procedures outlined on pages 9 and 10 of this report, the observations noted are based on our analysis of the processes, 
documents, records and information provided to us by the County. This internal audit focused on evaluating the soundness of internal control over server 
management to adequately monitor County assets. We offer no assurances that schemes or fraudulent activities have not been, or are not currently being 
perpetrated by any person within the areas reviewed. 
 
We would like to thank the staff and all those involved in assisting RSM US LLP with this internal audit of server asset management. 
 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 

RSM US LLP

RSM US LLP 
1861 International Drive 

Suite 400 
McLean, VA 22102 

O: 321.751.6200 
www.rsmus.com 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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Overall Summary / Highlights 

The observations identified during our assessment are detailed within the pages that 
follow. We have assigned relative risk or value factors to each observation identified.  
Risk ratings are the evaluation of the severity of the concern and the potential impact 
on the operations of each item. There are many areas of risk to consider in determining 
the relative risk rating of an observation, including financial, operational, and/or 
compliance, as well as public perception or ‘brand’ risk. 
 

Objective and Scope 

The objective of this internal audit was to evaluate and determine 
if the system of internal controls over server asset management 
were appropriately designed and operating effectively to 
adequately safeguard and monitor County assets. Detailed 
testing was performed within the following focus areas: 

 Acquisition – verified the proper recording of servers 

 Disposal – verified proper disposal of servers 

 Reconciliation – assessed adequacy of general ledger to 
subledger reconciliations  

 Tracking and inventory – reviewed inventory tracking method 
and physical inventory records to determine if physical 
inventories are performed. In addition validate existence, 
completeness and adequacy of the inventory tracking 
system as follows: 

o Existence – the specified server was present on a 
given date (book-to-floor). 

o Completeness – servers that exist as of a given date 
were properly recorded and included in the account 
balance (floor-to-book).   

 Assessed the physical safeguarding of the servers; 
The scope encompassed physical servers (excluding SCADA) 
related to acquisition, disposal, and inventory tracking from July 
1, 2017 through June 30, 2018. Supervisory Control & Data 
Acquisition was excluded because these are dedicated to public 
utilities and not connected to other systems. 
 

 

We would like to thank all Arlington County team members who assisted us throughout this internal audit. 

Fieldwork was performed October 2018 through February 2019. 
 

Background 

The County maintains 175 physical network servers within server rooms across three 
locations. Two server rooms are managed by the Department of Technology Services 
(“DTS”) and one server room is managed by Public Safety Information Technology 
(“PSIT”). All server rooms have restricted physical access and security protocols. DTS 
utilizes a contractor to assist in certain aspects of server management including 
installation and disposal. In many instances, the County utilizes cloud services instead 
of physical servers and plans to expand this practice. PRISM is the County's financial 
information system, which contains a fixed asset module where assets are capitalized. 

New physical network servers (“servers”) are purchased for two reasons: 1) a server 
requires replacement or 2) a department requires an additional (new) server. Servers 
nearing the end of their warranty are monitored by DTS on a weekly basis. During the 
County’s annual budgeting process, DTS and PSIT identify all servers requiring 
replacement in the coming fiscal year and include the associated server costs within 
their budgets.  

All servers are purchased through a contracted vendor and include a five-year warranty 
with an optional two-year extension. Therefore, the useful life is typically seven years 
for each physical server. If an application requires a new version of a server, the old 
server may be disposed. When disposing of a server, DTS temporarily retains a copy 
(“backup”) of all critical data housed on that server for contingency purposes. Following 
the backup, DTS waits two weeks before shutting the server down, to further mitigate 
the risk of error or issue. The server is securely decommissioned and removed from 
the rack two weeks after shutdown. After decommissioning the server, parts are reused 
or a vendor is utilized to dispose of the server.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONTINUED) 

Detailed Observations 

Observation 1. Inventory/Asset Management and Related Policies and Procedures – County Level 

High The County has not implemented a process and requirement of the performance of physical inventory by the departments/agencies. In 
addition, the County does not have formally documented policies and procedures for the departments/agencies related to inventory/asset 
management.   Per discussion with the Department of Management and Finance (“DMF”), the expectation is that each department/agency 
will adequately track their respective inventory. 

Significant risks include risk of loss of or damage to assets that are not adequately tracked, safeguarded and recorded in the general ledger.  
Negative public perception is an elevated risk factor around this process. 

Centralized, standardized, and documented procedures provide vital information to employees in the event of absence and employee 
turnover, and assist with succession/contingency planning. Documented policies and procedures provide detailed instruction to help 
facilitate accurate and consistent process functioning, monitoring and reporting. This practice also provides management with a benchmark 
to monitor against to validate that staff performance is consistent, accurate, on schedule, and properly reviewed, where applicable. 

Consistent standardized policies and procedures decrease the risk/opportunities for misuse or fraud, and strengthens the ability to provide 
proper management over the County’s assets. In addition, clear policies and procedures help facilitate that servers are properly connected 
to the County's network, appropriately secured, and adequately disposed of to protect County data.  

 

Recommendation We recommend that DMF develop and own the County-wide inventory/asset management and monitoring policy.  Guidance should include 
the following, at a minimum: 

 Roles and responsibilities of each department; 

 Capitalization thresholds; 

 Depreciation/useful lives and disposal requirements; 

 Clear identification of assets (i.e. barcodes, chips etc.); 

 Fixed asset reconciliation (subledger/detailed records to general ledger); 

 Reviews and approvals (acquisitions, disposals, etc.); and  

 Physical inventory requirements. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONTINUED) 

Detailed Observations 

Observation 1. Inventory/Asset Management and Related Policies and Procedures – County Level (continued) 

Management’s 
Action Plan 

Response: DMF is in the process of creating a county-wide policy for asset management.  The policy will include general tenets identified 
above for effective asset management with the expectation that each Department develop detailed procedures for implementing the policy. 
In FY 2020, the County will be procuring an Information Technology Asset Management (ITAM) system that will maintain the asset 
information for servers, PCs, small personal devices and general networking equipment.  In the interim, DMF and DTS are undertaking an 
exercise to make a book-to-floor reconciliation of DTS assets. DMF will be using the spreadsheets and other ancillary inventory records 
that DTS maintains While the County is in the process of developing a County-wide policy, many County departments and divisions currently 
track the assets they control using Department-specific inventory records and systems.   

Responsible Party: DMF Comptroller 

Estimated Completion Date: March 31, 2020 for Policy Development.  The book-to-floor inventory reconciliation will be completed by June 
2020. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONTINUED) 

Detailed Observations (continued) 

Observation 2. Physical Inventory and Tracking 

High Maintaining a detailed inventory of servers is critical for overall organizational system security, efficiency and effectiveness. Periodic physical 
inventory processes should be used to validate that the server information tracked is accurate and complete. DTS utilizes a spreadsheet to 
track all active and decommissioned servers and related information. Information tracked for each server includes serial number, model 
number, warranty expiration date, rack number, backup location (if applicable), and production date, among others.   

The following was noted as part of this internal audit: 

 DTS does not perform a periodic physical inventory to validate the accuracy and completeness of their server information, or other 
information technology related assets.  

 DTS’s tracking of server information is manual within an excel spreadsheet, and does not reconcile the spreadsheet with the County’s 
fixed asset subledger.   

 We were unable to reconcile the spreadsheet utilized by DTS to the fixed asset subledger. Servers are bundled together when added to 
the fixed asset module from the respective invoice/purchase order.  DTS does not supply DMF with detailed information for each server 
to facilitate individualized entry into the fixed asset system.   

 Based on RSM’s physical inventory of 30 servers, we noted:   
o One instance in which a server was located in a server room, and was not captured on either the active or the decommissioned 

server listing spreadsheets maintained by DTS. Note: As a result of this audit, the server was added to the 
decommission/disposed server spreadsheet.  

o One instance in which a server was not included within the fixed asset module. 

 DTS does not have documented policies or procedures outlining the requirements related to information technology asset acquisition, 
capitalization, installation, monitoring, inventorying, and disposal. Therefore, multiple departments are involved in these processes 
without a defined written guideline for consistent and appropriate execution.  

 DTS does not record the server disposal / destruction date within their server tracking spreadsheet. DTS maintains a “Remove Date” to 
evidence when each server was decommissioned. However, there is no record maintained of the date of vendor (contracted disposal 
provider) pickup for disposal or on-site disposal. The vendor’s invoices do not contain individual server serial numbers, and as such, we 
were unable to evidence that all decommissioned servers from the testing period (43) were disposed of appropriately and timely.  

 In addition, DTS and PSIT do not notify DMF when servers are disposed. Therefore, disposed assets are included within the County’s 
fixed asset module.   

Physical inventories and related internal controls facilitate accurate inventory records (book inventory record and actual quantity), and 
reduces the risk of loss of or damage to assets that are not adequately tracked and safeguarded, including exposure of County related data 
if not properly disposed. Negative public perception is an elevated risk factor for safeguarding of assets and information. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONTINUED) 
Detailed Observations (continued) 

Observation 2.   Physical Inventory and Tracking (continued) 

Recommendation  We recommend that DTS perform a physical inventory of information technology related assets on at least an annual basis for completeness 
(“floor to sheet” inventory procedures), existence (“sheet to floor” inventory procedures) and accuracy of inventory reported. Inventory results 
should be reported to DMF, and respective system(s) of record(s) should be updated. Adequate documentation of the inventory should be 
maintained for an audit trail.  

In addition, DTS should consider utilizing the County’s fixed asset module or explore new systems as part of their tracking of information 
technology assets as opposed to an excel spreadsheet that is manually updated. The County’s fixed asset module is not currently structured 
to track assets. This would entail the need for each asset to be entered into the fixed asset module individually.  If DTS chooses not to utilize 
the fixed asset module as their inventory tracking tool, the outside tracking mechanisms (active asset and decommissioned asset 
spreadsheets) utilized must be reconciled to the fixed asset module as part of the inventory process. 

Lastly, DTS should document applicable policies and procedures related to inventory/asset management of information technology assets. 
This should include:   

 Roles and responsibilities of each department (for example as it relates to network servers: DTS, PSIT, and any requesting department); 

 Required/suggested vendors and contracts to use for server procurement; 

 Installation requirements (for example as it relates to network servers: suggested vendor, days between initial installation and 
configuration, etc., where applicable); 

 Disposal requirements (for example as it relates to network servers: notifying DMF, when a backup is necessary, days between backup 
and shut down of server, days between shut down and decommissioning, record requirements, etc.); 

 Inventory reconciliation requirements (for example as it relates to network servers: define physical inventory procedures to reconcile 
between server tracking maintained by the department and physical servers); and 

 Monitoring requirements (for example as it relates to network servers: document key performance indicators (i.e. CPU usage) that must 
be tracked for physical servers and thresholds at which follow-up must be performed). 

Management’s 
Action Plan 

Response: As stated in response to Observation #1, DMF and DTS are undertaking an exercise to make a book-to-floor reconciliation of 
DTS assets. DMF will be using the spreadsheets and other ancillary inventory records that DTS maintains. The results of this exercise will 
be used to adjust book value and block asset life, as needed.  DTS will also work with DMF to clear end-of-life value and/or disposed assets 
from the existing asset ledger.  Physical inventories will be performed on an annual basis. This is work in preparation for the next generation 
ITAM system described in Observation #1. The ITAM system will be a new asset tracking system that will reconcile to the fixed asset module 
in PRISM. DTS will develop applicable policies and procedures related to inventory/asset management for information technology assets 
that will align with the County policy discussed in Observation #1 and contain the attributes identified in the Recommendation above.  This 
will also be based on full utilization of the ITAM system for asset management. 

Responsible Party: DTS Infrastructure and Managed Services, Division Chief 

Estimated Completion Date: June 2020 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONTINUED) 

Detailed Observations (continued) 

Observation 3. Capitalization of Assets  

Moderate Capitalizing of an asset’s related cost allows the County to record the expense on the balance sheet, which delays full recognition of the 
expense. The cost is expensed in future periods over the life of the asset. Arlington County has a capitalization threshold of $5,000, 
anything below are deemed too immaterial to capitalize, unless they are procured from specific master service agreements. 

At the County, DTS and PSIT manage the procurement, installation, monitoring, and disposal of servers, while DMF has responsibility over 
recording of the capitalization of the asset cost. PRISM is the County's financial information system, which contains a fixed asset module 
where assets are capitalized.  

The following was noted during this audit:   

 Per discussion with DTS, network servers are physically replaced after seven (7) years or sooner if necessary. Per discussion with 
DMF, network servers are capitalized with a ten (10) year useful life, which is the default useful life for all IT equipment. DTS and PSIT 
do not notify DMF when servers are decommissioned. Therefore, disposed assets may be included within the County’s fixed asset 
listing.  

 We were unable to verify the capitalization status of four (4) servers. Servers are bundled together when added to the fixed asset 
module from the respective invoice/purchase order.  DTS does not supply DMF with detailed information for each server to facilitate 
individualized entry into the fixed asset system.  As part of our testing, purchase orders for each sampled server had to be identified 
by DTS and PSIT before DMF could locate the corresponding entry in the fixed asset module. The corresponding purchase orders for 
four (4) servers sampled could not be located. 

Discrepancies with useful lives and accuracy of the fixed asset module increases the risk of the County’s financial statements being 
inaccurate, resulting in an audit adjustment. 

 

Recommendation We recommend that DTS work with DMF and re-evaluate the useful life of network servers, and other information technology related 
assets. This may result in a change in accounting estimate from a going forward perspective, where needed.  

In addition, DTS should work with DMF to evaluate which information technology related assets should be entered into the fixed asset 
system individually, as opposed to be entered as a group.   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONTINUED) 

Detailed Observations (continued) 

Observation 3. Capitalization of Assets (continued) 

Management’s 
Action Plan 

Response: DTS and DMF have re-evaluated the useful life of servers and have agreed that for new server purchases, DMF will change 
the useful life to 5 years for depreciation purposes.  The ITAM system discussed in Observations 1 and 2 will allow for the specific 
identification of server assets and properly track deprecation that will support the fixed asset module in PRISM. 

Responsible Party: DMF Comptroller and DTS Infrastructure and Managed Services Division Chief 

Estimated Completion Date: July 1, 2019 for Revising Useful Life and July 2020 for full implementation of ITAM 
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BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH 

Background  

Overview 
The County maintains 175 physical servers within server rooms across three locations. Two server rooms are 
managed by the DTS and one server room is managed by PSIT. All server rooms have restricted physical access 
and security protocols. DTS and PSIT manage the procurement, installation, monitoring, and disposal of servers, 
while the Department of Management and Finance (“DMF”) manages asset capitalization.  
 
The County utilizes a contractor to assist in certain aspects of server management including installation and 
disposal. During the period from July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018, 43 physical servers were disposed at the 
County and 19 new physical servers were installed. The average age of the 130 physical servers maintained by 
DTS was 5.0 years old as of October 2018. In many instances, the County utilizes cloud services instead of 
physical servers and plans to expand this practice. As of October 2018, ~75% of the County’s servers maintained 
by DTS are virtual.   
 
Servers are acquired for two reasons: 
1. A server needs to be replaced. If a server is going out of warranty or an application requires a new version, a 
new server is acquired as a replacement. When disposing of an old server, DTS temporarily retains a copy 
(“backup”) of all critical data housed on that server for contingency purposes.  DTS maintains and tracks server 
warranty information. A physical server has a five-year warranty that can be extended two years. Weekly, an 
automated report is generated and emailed directly to DTS staff with warranty information for all servers. As part 
of the annual budget process, upcoming warranty expirations are reviewed and accounted for in DTS and PSIT's 
budget. Annually, DTS also determines required capacity for virtual servers for budget inclusion. All server 
renewals (replacements) are assigned to DTS or PSIT’s budget, whereas new servers are assigned to each 
requesting department's budget (see below). 
 
2. A department requires an additional (new) server. The requesting department completes a request form for a 
new server on the DTS work order system (Pipeline Technology Investment Proposal). DTS then assembles the 
costs of the server/application, determines how many servers/SQL licenses/VM licenses will be required, and 
provides the cost back to the department through Pipeline. In a direct email, the requesting department confirms 
with DTS that they would like to move forward after reviewing the costs associated with the server acquisition. The final quote is received by DTS, from the 
manufacturer, and distributed to the department. When DTS creates the Purchase Order for processing, they include a charge code received from the requesting 
department such that the server will be charged to the requesting department’s budget. 
 
PRISM is the County's financial system, which contains a fixed asset module where assets are capitalized. All items coded to the master lease will be capitalized, 
even if the cost is below the County’s $5,000 equipment capitalization threshold, while only items above the $5,000 threshold will be capitalized from the equipment 
master account.  

25% 
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5 
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of DTS Physical 
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19 
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BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH (CONTINUED) 

Objective and Approach  

Objective 
The objective of this internal audit was to evaluate and determine if the system of internal controls over server asset management were appropriately designed 
and operating effectively to adequately safeguard and monitor County assets.  

The scope encompassed physical servers related to acquisition, disposal, and inventory tracking from July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018.  It was determined that 
the County maintains 175 physical network servers within server rooms across three locations (2 controlled by DTS, 1 controlled by PSIT), through communication 
sent to all departments/agencies from DMF.  

Approach 
Our approach to the audit execution consisted of the following phases:   

Understanding and Documentation of the Process 
The first phase of this audit consisted primarily of inquiry and walkthroughs, in an effort to obtain an understanding of the key personnel, risks, processes, and 
controls relevant to the objectives outlined above. The following were performed as a part of this phase: 

 Conducted interviews with the appropriate representatives to discuss the scope and objectives of the audit work, obtain preliminary data, and establish 
working arrangements; 

 Conducted interviews with key personnel to obtain a detailed understanding of the server asset management process(es); 

 Documented flowcharts of the process(es); 

 Reviewed the applicable policies and procedures and agreements related to this project; 

 Performed walkthroughs to gain an understanding of the function and assess the design of internal controls; and 

 Developed a risk-based work plan for the evaluation of the design and operating effectiveness of processes and controls, based on the information obtained 
through our review, inquiry and walkthrough procedures. 

Evaluation of the Design and Effectiveness of Process and Controls 
The purpose of this phase was to test compliance and internal controls. Our fieldwork testing was conducted utilizing sampling and other auditing techniques to meet 
our audit objectives outlined above. The audit period for transactional testing was July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018.    
Areas of testing included, but were not limited to, the following on a sample basis: 

 Identified and assessed the effectiveness of segregation of duties and access controls applicable to the in-scope processes and systems; 

 Assessed compliance with applicable County policies and procedures and state regulations; 

 Performed detailed testing within the following focus areas:   
o Acquisition – verified the proper recording of servers 
o Disposal – verified proper disposal of servers 
o Reconciliation – assessed adequacy of general ledger to subledger reconciliations 
o Tracking and inventory – reviewed inventory tracking methodology and physical inventory records to determine if physical inventories are performed. In 

addition validate existence, completeness and adequacy of the inventory tracking system as follows: 
 Existence – the specified server was present on a given date (book-to-floor). 
 Completeness – servers that exist as of a given date were properly recorded and included in the account balance (floor-to-book).   

 Assessed the physical safeguarding of the servers; 

 Performed data analytics, by combining data from applicable sources, to identify inaccurate records and opportunities for improvements. 
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BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH (CONTINUED) 

Objective and Approach (continued) 

Reporting 
At the conclusion of this audit, we vetted the facts of this internal audit with DTS. The draft report was submitted to DTS and DMF for review. An exit meeting was 
held with DTS and DMF to formally review and discuss the draft report and modify accordingly. Management’s corrective action plan with estimated completion dates 
has been provided and included in the report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Observation Risk Rating Definitions 

Rating Explanation 

Low 
Observation presents a low risk (i.e., impact on financial statements, internal control environment, public 
perception / brand, or business operations) to the organization for the topic reviewed and / or is of low 
importance to business success / achievement of goals and internal control structure.  

Moderate 

Observation presents a moderate risk (i.e., impact on financial statements, internal control environment, 
public perception / brand, or business operations) to the organization for the topic reviewed and / or is of 
moderate importance to business success / achievement of goals and improve its internal control structure. 
Action should be in the near term. 

High 

Observation presents a high risk (i.e., impact on financial statements, internal control environment, public 
perception / brand, or business operations) to the organization for the topic reviewed and / or is of high 
importance to business success / achievement of goals and improve its internal control structure. Action 
should be taken immediately. 
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PROCESS MAPS 
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PROCESS MAPS (CONTINUED) 
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PROCESS MAPS (CONTINUED) 
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PROCESS MAPS (CONTINUED) 
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PROCESS MAPS (CONTINUED) 
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